Group Meeting Notes

TEI Group: Counselor
Date/Time/Location: 6/27/2017, 10am-12noon, Wyoming Hall 312
Members in Attendance: Mary Alice Bruce, Angela Burge, Missy Nack, Steve Staab
Support in Attendance: Jeanette Joyce, David Yanoski

Information Reviewed: Updates on the changes from improvement to innovation, including a move to research base rather than completely evidence based review of literature. This means that there will most likely need to be program evaluation written into any proposal, along with an emphasis on thinking big and outside of the box.

Discussion:
There was discussion around what the new direction meant for this group. Does it have to be innovation for University of Wyoming or can it reach beyond? The sense is that as long as there is a strong link to the University, the RWG can reach beyond.

Mary Alice shared a potential proposal around a partnership with the Athletic Department to provide mental health services to student athletes as well as support to coaches. The group expressed interest and will explore further.

The remainder of the meeting was spent working through the drafted survey questions, now with an eye toward what do we need to know to fuel innovation around the target themes of working with NCAA, certification, statewide mentoring, career development (keeping graduates in Wyoming), and PD. It is important to keep the survey short and easy to answer while still gathering the key information. The proposal deadline is mid September.

Votes/Actions: None

Deadlines / Tasks / Responsibilities:
- David and Jeanette will share the survey questions
- All-please make edits/comments to survey questions
- Mary Alice will draft a Counselor/Athletics Partnership proposal to be shared
- All- comment on Mary Alice's draft proposal
- Missy will start to draft a Mentoring proposal
- Steve will start to draft a Career Preparation proposal

Next Meeting Details: Anaya will send out Doodle poll for the last weeks of July.